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Must Identity Movements Self-Destruct?
A Queer Dilemma*
JOSHUA GAMSON, Yale University
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Focused passion and vitriol erupt periodically in the letters columns of San Francisco's
lesbian and gay newspapers. When the San FranciscoBay Timesannounced to "the community" that the 1993 Freedom Day Parade would be called "The Year of the Queer," missives
fired for weeks. The parade was what it always is: a huge empowerment party. But the
letters continue to be telling. "Queer" elicits familiar arguments: over assimilation, over
generational differences, over who is considered "us" and who gets to decide.
On this level, it resembles similar arguments in ethnic communities in which "boundaries, identities, and cultures, are negotiated, defined, and produced" (Nagel 1994:152). Dig
deeper into debates over queerness, however, and something more interesting and significant emerges. Queerness in its most distinctive forms shakes the ground on which gay and
lesbian politics has been built, taking apart the ideas of a "sexual minority" and a "gay community," indeed of "gay" and "lesbian" and even "man" and "woman."' It builds on central
difficulties of identity-based organizing: the instability of identities both individual and collective, their made-up yet necessary character. It exaggerates and explodes these troubles,
haphazardly attempting to build a politics from the rubble of deconstructed collective categories. This debate, and other related debates in lesbian and gay politics, is not only over the
contentof collective identity (whose definition of "gay" counts?), but over the everyday viability and political usefulness of sexual identities (is there and should there be such a thing as
"gay," "lesbian," "man," "woman"?).
* Thanksto Steven Epstein,WilliamGamson,Arlene Stein, VertaTaylor,Steven Seidman,BarryAdam,Jeffrey
Escoffier,Cathy Cohen, Mark Blasius, RogerLancaster,Steve Murray,and Matthew Rottnek for comments on an
earlierdraftof this paper. Correspondenceto: Departmentof Sociology,YaleUniversity,P.O.Box 208265, New Haven,

CT06520-8265.

1. AlthoughI am discussingthem togetherbecauseof theirjoint struggleagainstthe "sex/gendersystem"(Rubin
1975) on the basisof same-sex desire,lesbiansand gay men have long historiesof autonomousorganizing(Adam 1987;
D'Emilio1983). Genderhas been the strongestdivisionhistoricallyin movementsfor gay and lesbianrightsand liberation, not surprisingly,given the very differentways in which male homosexualityand lesbianismhave been constructed
and penalized. This divisionis taken up explicitlylater in the discussion.
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A Queer Dilemma
This paper, using internal debates from lesbian and gay politics as illustration, brings to
the fore a key dilemma in contemporary identity politics and traces out its implications for
social movement theory and research.2 As I will show in greater detail, in these sorts of
debates-which crop up in other communities as well-two different political impulses, and
two different forms of organizing, can be seen facing off. The logic and political utility of
deconstructing collective categories vie with that of shoring them up; each logic is true, and
neither is fully tenable.
On the one hand, lesbians and gay men have made themselves an effective force in this
country over the past several decades largely by giving themselves what civil rights movements had: a public collective identity. Gay and lesbian social movements have built a quasiethnicity, complete with its own political and cultural institutions, festivals, neighborhoods,
even its own flag. Underlying that ethnicity is typically the notion that what gays and lesbians share-the anchor of minority status and minority rights claims-is the same fixed, natural essence, a self with same-sex desires. The shared oppression, these movements have
forcefully claimed, is the denial of the freedoms and opportunities to actualize this self. In
this ethnic/essentialistpolitic,3 clear categories of collective identity are necessary for successful
resistance and political gain.
Yet this impulse to build a collective identity with distinct group boundaries has been
met by a directly opposing logic, often contained in queer activism (and in the newly
anointed "queer theory"): to take apart the identity categories and blur group boundaries.
This alternative angle, influenced by academic "constructionist" thinking, holds that sexual
identities are historical and social products, not natural or intrapsychic ones. It is sociallyproduced binaries (gay/straight, man/woman) that are the basis of oppression; fluid, unstable
experiences of self become fixed primarily in the service of social control. Disrupting those
categories, refusing rather than embracing ethnic minority status, is the key to liberation. In
this deconstructionistpolitic, clear collective categories are an obstacle to resistance and change.
The challenge for analysts, I argue, is not to determine which position is accurate, but to
cope with the fact that both logics make sense. Queerness spotlights a dilemma shared by
other identity movements (racial, ethnic, and gender movements, for example):4 Fixed identity categories are both the basis for oppression and the basis for political power. This raises
questions for political strategizing and, more importantly for the purposes here, for social
movement analysis. If identities are indeed much more unstable, fluid, and constructed than
movements have tended to assume-if one takes the queer challenge seriously, that iswhat happens to identity-based social movements such as gay and lesbian rights? Must sociopolitical struggles articulated through identity eventually undermine themselves?
Social movement theory, a logical place to turn for help in working through the impasse
between deconstructive cultural strategies and category-supportive political strategies, is hard
pressed in its current state to cope with these questions. The case of queerness, I will argue,
calls for a more developed theory of collective identity formation and its relationship to both
institutions and meanings, an understanding that includesthe impulse to take apart that identity
from within.
In explicating the queer dilemma and its implications for social movement theory, I first
briefly summarize the current state of relevant literature on collective identity. Then, zeroing
in on the dilemma, I make use of internal debates, largely as they took place in the letters
column of the weekly San FranciscoBay Times in 1991, 1992, and 1993. I turn initially to
2. In this discussion,I am heeding recent calls to bring sociology into contact with queer theory and politics
(Seidman1994). It has takena bit of time for sociologistsand other socialscientiststo join queertheoreticaldiscussions,
which although they emerged primarilyfrom and through humanities scholars,could hardly be "imaginedin their
presentforms,absentthe contributionsof sociologicaltheory"(Epstein1994:2). On the relationshipbetween sociology
of sexuality and queer theory, see also Stein and Plummer1994; Namaste 1994.
3. I borrowthis term from Seidman(1993).
4. See, for example, Di Stefano (1990), Bordo (1990), and Davis (1991).
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debateswithin lesbian and gay communitiesover the use of the word "queer,"using them to
highlight the emergence of queer activism,its continuitieswith earlierlesbian and gay activism, and its links with and parallelsto queer theory. Next, I take up debates over the inclusion of transgenderand bisexual people - the two groups brought in under an expanded
queer umbrella - in lesbian and gay politics. Here I point to a distinctive (although not
entirely new) element of queerness, a politic of boundary disruption and category deconstruction,and to the resistanceto that politic,made especiallyvisible by the gendered nature
of these debates. Finally,in drawingout ramificationsfor social movement theory, I briefly
demonstrateaffinitiesbetween the queer debatesand debatesover multiracialismin African
American politics, arguing that queerness illuminates the core dilemma for identity movements more generally. I conclude by suggestingways in which social movement literature
can be pushed forwardby takingseriously,both as theoreticaland empiricalfact, the predicament of identity movements.
Social Movements

and Collective

Identity

Social movements researchershave only recently begun treatingcollective identity construction5as an importantand problematicmovement activity and a significant subject of
study. Before the late 1980s, when rational-actormodels came under increasedcriticalscrutiny, "not much directthought [had] been given to the general sociologicalproblem of what
collective identity is and how it is constituted"(Schlesinger1987:236). As Alberto Melucci
(1989:73) has argued,social movement models focusingon instrumentalaction tend to treat
collective identity as the nonrationalexpressiveresidue of the individual,rationalpursuit of
politicalgain. And "even in more sophisticatedrationalactormodels that postulate a collective
actor making strategicjudgments of cost and benefit about collective action,"William Gamson points out, "the existence of an established
collective identity is assumed"(1992:58, emphasis in original). Identities, in such models, are typically conceived as existing before
movements, which then make them visible through organizingand deploy them politically;
feminism wields, but does not create, the collective identity of "women."
Melucci and other theoristsof "new social movements"argue more stronglythat collective identity is not only necessaryfor successfulcollectiveaction, but that it is often an end in
itself, as the self-consciousreflexivity of many contemporarymovements seems to demonstrate.6 Collectiveidentity, in this model, is conceptualizedas "a continual process of recomposition rather than a given," and "as a dynamic, emergentaspect of collective action"
(Schlesinger 1987:237, emphasis in original;see also Cohen 1985; Mueller 1992; Kauffman
1990). Researchon ethnicity has developed along similar lines, emphasizing,for example,
the degree to which "people'sconceptionsof themselves along ethnic lines, especially their
ethnic identity, [are] situational and changeable"(Nagel 1994:154). "An American Indian
might be 'mixed-blood'on the reservation,"as Joane Nagel describesone example, "'Pine
Ridge' when speaking to someone from another reservation,a 'Sioux' or 'Lakota'when responding to the U.S. census, and 'Native American' when interacting with non-Indians"
(1994:155; see also Padilla 1985; Alba 1990; Waters 1990; Espiritu1992).
5. Collectiveidentityis variouslydefined.I am using it here to designatenot only a "status- a set of attitudes,
commitments,and rules for behavior- that those who assume the identitycan be expectedto subscribeto," but also
"an individualpronouncementof affiliation,of connectionwith others"(Friedmanand McAdam1992:157). See also
Schlesinger(1987).
6. Thereis no reason to limit this claim to "identity-based"
movements,although identity constructionis more
visible and salient in such movements.As Taylorand Whittierargue in reviewingexisting scholarship,"identityconstructionprocessesare crucialto grievanceinterpretationin all formsof collectiveaction, not just in the so-callednew
movements"(1992:105).

A Queer Dilemma
How exactly collective identities emerge and change has been the subject of a growing
body of work in the study of social movements. For example, Verta Taylor and Nancy Whittier, analyzing lesbian-feminist communities, point to the creation of politicized identity
communities through boundary-construction (establishing "differences between a challenging group and dominant groups"), the development of consciousness (or "interpretive
frameworks") and negotiation ("symbols and everyday actions subordinate groups use to resist and restructure existing systems of domination") (1992:100-111; see also Franzen 1993).
Other researchers, working from the similar notion that "the location and meaning of particular ethnic boundaries are continuously negotiated, revised, and revitalized," demonstrate
the ways in which collective identity is constructed not only from within, but is also shaped
and limited by "political policies and institutions, immigration policies, by ethnically linked
resource policies, and by political access structured along ethnic lines" (Nagel 1994:152, 157;
see also Omi and Winant 1986).
When we turn to the disputes over queerness, it is useful to see them in light of this
recent work. We are certainly witnessing a process of boundary-construction and identity
negotiation: As contests over membership and over naming, these debates are part of an
ongoing project of delineating the "we" whose rights and freedoms are at stake in the movements. Yet as I track through the queer debates, I will demonstrate a movement propensity
that current work on collective identity fails to take into account: the drive to blur and
deconstruct group categories, and to keep them forever unstable. It is that tendency that
poses a significant new push to social movement analysis.

Queer Politics and Queer Theory
Since the late 1980s, "queer" has served to mark first a loose but distinguishable set of
political movements and mobilizations, and second a somewhat parallel set of academybound intellectual endeavors (now calling itself "queer theory"). Queer politics, although
given organized body in the activist group Queer Nation, operates largely through the decentralized, local, and often anti-organizational cultural activism of street postering, parodic and
non-conformist self-presentation, and underground alternative magazines ("zines") (Berlant
and Freeman 1993; Duggan 1992; Williams 1993);7 it has defined itself largely against conventional lesbian and gay politics. The emergence of queer politics, although it cannot be
treated here in detail, can be traced to the early 1980s backlash against gay and lesbian movement gains, which "punctured illusions of a coming era of tolerance and sexual pluralism;" to
the AIDS crisis, which "underscored the limits of a politics of minority rights and inclusion;"
and to the eruption of "long-simmering internal differences" around race and sex, and criticism of political organizing as "reflecting a white, middle-class experience or standpoint"
(Seidman 1994:172).8
Queer theory, with roots in constructionist history and sociology, feminist theory, and
post-structuralist philosophy, took shape through several late 1980s academic conferences
and continues to operate primarily in elite academic institutions through highly abstract language; it has defined itself largely against conventional lesbian and gay studies (Stein and

7. Queer Nation, formedin 1990, is an offshoot of the AIDSactivistorganizationACTUP. Queer Nation owes
much to ACTUP, in its emergence,its personneland tactics,which are often to "crossborders,to occupy spaces,and to
mime the privilegesof normality"(Berlantand Freeman1993:195). On similartacticswithin ACTUP, see J. Gamson
(1989). On Queer Nation specificallyand queer politics more generally, see Berube and Escoffier(1991); Duggan
(1992); Stein (1992); Cunningham(1992); Patton (1993); Browning(1993, especiallyChapters2, 3, and 5).
8. See, for example, Rich (1983); Moraga(1983); Hemphill(1991); Clarke(1983); Reid-Pharr(1993).
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Plummer 1994).9 Stein and Plummer have recently delineated the major theoretical
departures of queer theory: a conceptualization of sexual power as embodied "in different
levels of social life, expressed discursively and enforced through boundaries and binary divides;" a problematization of sexual and gender categories, and identities in general; a rejection of civil rights strategies "in favor of a politics of carnival, transgression, and parody,
which leads to deconstruction, decentering, revisionist readings, and an anti-assimilationist
politics;" and a "willingness to interrogate areas which would not normally be seen as the
terrain of sexuality, and conduct queer 'readings' of ostensibly heterosexual or non-sexualized texts" (1994:181-182).
Through these simultaneous and tenuously linked actions, then, the word "queer," as
Steven Epstein puts it, has recently "escaped the bounds of quotation marks" (Epstein
1994:189; see also Duggan 1992; Warner 1993). Its escape has been marked by quite
wrenching controversy within sexual identity-based communities. To understand the uses of
"queer" and its links to and departures from lesbian and gay activism it helps to hear these
controversies, here presented primarily through the letters column debates over "The Year of
the Queer."
My discussion of this and the two debates that follow is based on an analysis of 75 letters
in the weekly San FranciscoBay Times, supplemented by related editorials from national lesbian and gay publications. The letters were clustered: The debates on the word "queer" ran
in the San FranciscoBay Timesfrom December 1992 through April 1993; the disputes over
bisexuality ran from April 1991 through May 1991; clashes over transsexual inclusion ran
from October 1992 through December 1992. Although anecdotal evidence suggests that
these disputes are widespread, it should be noted that I use them here not to provide conclusive data, but to provide a grounded means for conceptualizing the queer challenge.

The Controversy Over Queerness: Continuities With Existing Lesbian and
Gay Activism
In the discussion of the "Year of the Queer" theme for the 1993 lesbian and gay pride
celebration, the venom hits first. "All those dumb closeted people who don't like the Qword," the Bay Timesquotes Peggy Sue suggesting, "can go fuck themselves and go to somebody else's parade." A man named Patrick argues along the same lines, asserting that the
men opposing the theme are "not particularly thrilled with their attraction to other men," are
"cranky and upset," yet willing to benefit "from the stuff queer activists do." A few weeks
later, a letter writer shoots back that "this new generation assumes we were too busy in the
'70s lining up at Macy's to purchase sweaters to find time for the revolution-as if their
9. Althoughsocialconstructionistthoughtgenerallyinformsqueer theory,it is importantto distinguishdifferent
strandsof constructionistwork and their varyingcontributionsto the developmentof sexual theory. Much constructionist historyand sociology,which concerned'the origin,socialmeaning,and changingformsof the modern homosexual' and challenged essentialistnotions of homosexuality,was also "oftentied to a politics of the making of a
writhomosexualminority"(Seidman1994:171;see, for examples,D'Emilio1983;Faderman1981). Post-structuralist
ing on gender and sexuality, although often looking quite similar,tends to "shiftthe debate somewhat away from
explainingthe modernhomosexualto questionsof the operationof the hetero/homosexualbinary,from an exclusive
preoccupationwith homosexualityto a focuson heterosexualityas a socialand politicalorganizingprinciple,and froma
politics of minority interest to a politics of knowledge and difference"(Seidman 1994:192; see also Epstein 1994;
Namaste 1994; Warner1993; Hennessy 1993).
It is this latterstrandthat has most stronglyinformedqueer theory. Eve KosovskySedgwick'sEpistemology
of the
Closet,with its famousassertionthat "anunderstandingof virtuallyany aspectof modem Westernculturemust be, not
merely incomplete,but damagedin its centralsubstanceto the degree that it does not incorporatea criticalanalysisof
modernhomo/heterosexualdefinition' (1990:1), is now often taken as the foundingmoment of queer theory;Judith
Butler'sGenderTrouble(1990a) also made a tremendousimpactin the field. For furtherexamplesof queer theoretical
work, see Fuss 1991; de Lauretis1991; Butler1993. Thesetheoreticaland politicaldevelopmentsin the field of lesbian
and gay studies also draw from and overlapwith similarones in feminism. See Ingraham(1994), and the essays in
Nicholson (1990).

A Queer Dilemma
piercings and tattoos were any cheaper." Another sarcastically asks, "How did you ever miss
out on 'Faggot' or 'Cocksucker'?" On this level, the dispute reads like a sibling sandbox spat.
Although the curses fly sometimes within generations, many letter writers frame the
differences as generational. The queer linguistic tactic, the attempt to defang, embrace and
resignify a stigma term, is loudly rejected by many older gay men and lesbians.'0 "I am sure
he isn't old enough to have experienced that feeling of cringing when the word 'queer' was
said," says Roy of an earlier letter writer. Another writer asserts that 35 is the age that marks
off those accepting the queer label from those rejecting it. Younger people, many point out,
can "reclaim" the word only because they have not felt as strongly the sting, ostracism, police
batons, and baseball bats that accompanied it one generation earlier. For older people, its
oppressive meaning can never be lifted, can never be turned from overpowering to
empowering.
Consider "old" as code for "conservative," and the dispute takes on another familiar,
overlapping frame: the debate between assimilationists and separatists, with a long history in
American homophile, homosexual, lesbian, and gay politics. Internal political struggle over
agendas of assimilation (emphasizing sameness) and separation (emphasizing difference) has
been present since the inception of these movements, as it has in other movements. The
"homophile" movement of the 1950s, for example, began with a Marxist-influenced agenda
of sex-class struggle, and was quickly overtaken by accommodationist tactics: gaining expert
support; men demonstrating in suits, women in dresses."l Queer marks a contemporary antiassimilationist stance, in opposition to the mainstream inclusionary goals of the dominant
gay rights movement.
"They want to work from within," says Peggy Sue elsewhere (Berube and Escoffier
1991), "and I just want to crash in from the outside and say, 'Heyl Hello, I'm queer. I can
make out with my girlfriend. Ha ha. Live with it. Deal with it.' That kind of stuff." In a zine
called Rant & Rave, co-editor Miss Rant argues that:
I don't want to be gay, which means assimilationist,normal, homosexual.... I don't want my
personality,behavior, beliefs, and desires to be cut up like a pie into neat little categories from
which I'm not supposedto stray (1993:15).
Queer politics, as Michael Warner puts it, "opposes society itself," protesting "not just the
normal behavior of the social but the idea of normal behavior" (1993:xxvii). It embraces the
label of perversity, using it to call attention to the "norm" in "normal," be it hetero or homo.
Queer thus asserts in-your-face difference, with an edge of defiant separatism: "We're
here, we're queer, get used to it," goes the chant. We are different, that is, free from convention, odd and out there and proud of it, and your response is either your problem or your
wake-up call. Queer does not so much rebel against outsider status as revel in it.12 Queer
confrontational difference, moreover, is scary, writes Alex Chee (1991), and thus politically
useful:
Now that I call myself queer, know myself as a queer, nothing will keep [queer-haters]safe. If I tell
them I am queer, they give me room. Politically,I can think of little better. I do not want to be one
of them. They only need to give me room.
10. Although its most familiarrecent usage has been as an anti-gay epithet, the word actuallyhas a long and
complex history.Along with "fairy,"for example,"queer"was one of the most common terms used beforeWorldWar
II, "by 'queer'and 'normal'people alike to referto 'homosexuals.'" In the 1920s and 1930s, "the men who identified
themselves as part of a distinctcategoryof men primarilyon the basis of their homosexual interest ratherthan their
womanlike gender status usually called themselvesqueer"(Chauncey1994:14, 16). Whetheras chosen markeror as
epithet, the word has always retainedits generalconnotationof abnormality(Chauncey1994).
before Stonewall,see D'Emilio(1983) and Adam (1987). On assimilation-separa11. On assimilation-separation
tion after Stonewall,see Epstein (1987).
12. Indeed, the "outlaw"stance may help explain why gender differencesare (somewhat)less salient in queer
organizing(Duggan1992). Whereasin ethnic/essentialistlesbianand gay organizationsparticipantsare recruitedas gay
men and lesbianwomen,in queer organizationsthey are recruitedlargelyas genderoutlaws.
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This goes against the grain of civil rights strategists, of course, for whom at least the
appearance of normality is central to gaining political "room." Rights are gained, according to
this logic, by demonstrating similarity (to heterosexual people, to other minority groups) in a
nonthreatening manner. "We are everywhere," goes the refrain from this camp. We are
your sons and daughters and co-workers and soldiers, and once you see that lesbians and
gays are just like you, you will recognize the injustices to which we are subject. "I am not
queer," writes a letter writer named Tony. "I am normal, and if tomorrow I choose to run
down the middle of Market Street in a big floppy hat and skirt I will still be normal." In the
national gay weekly 10 Percent- for which Rant & Rave can be seen as a proud evil twinEric Marcus (1993:14) writes that "I'd rather emphasize what I have in common with other
people than focus on the differences," and "the last thing I want to do is institutionalize that
difference by defining myself with a word and a political philosophy that set me outside the
mainstream." The point is to be not-different, not-odd, not-scary. "We have a lot going for
us," Phyllis Lyon says simply in the Bay Times. "Let's not blow it" - blow it, that is, by
alienating each other and our straight allies with words like "queer."
Debates over assimilation are hardly new, however; but neither do they exhaust the
letters column disputes. The metaphors in queerness are striking. Queer is a "psychic tattoo," says writer Alex Chee, shared by outsiders; those similarly tattooed make up the Queer
Nation. "It's the land of lost boys and lost girls," says historian Gerard Koskovich (in Berube
and Escoffier 1991:23), "who woke up one day and realized that not to have heterosexual
privilege was in fact the highest privilege." A mark on the skin, a land, a nation: These are
the metaphors of tribe and family. Queer is being used not just to connote and glorify differentness, but to revise the criteria of membership in the family, "to affirm sameness by defining a common identity on the fringes" (Berube and Escoffier 1991:12; see also Duggan
1992).13
In the hands of many letter writers, in fact, queer becomes simply a shorthand for "gay,
lesbian, bisexual, and transgender," much like "people of color" becomes an inclusive and
difference-erasing shorthand for a long list of ethnic, national, and racial groups. And as
some letter writers point out, as a quasi-national shorthand "queer" is just a slight shift in the
boundaries of tribal membership with no attendant shifts in power; as some lesbian writers
point out, it is as likely to become synonymous with "white gay male" (perhaps now with a
nose ring and tatoos) as it is to describe a new community formation. Even in its less nationalist versions, queer can easily be difference without change, can subsume and hide the internal differences it attempts to incorporate. The queer tribe attempts to be a multicultural,
multigendered, multisexual, hodge-podge of outsiders; as Steven Seidman points out, it ironically ends up
denying differencesby either submergingthem in an undifferentiatedoppositional mass or by
blockingthe developmentof individualand social differencesthrough the discipliningcompulsory
imperativeto remain undifferentiated(1993:133).
Queer as an identity category often restates tensions between sameness and difference in a
different language.

13. Thereis no questionthat partof what has happenedwith queer activismis simplythe constructionof a new,
if contentious,collectiveidentity:QueerNation,with its nationalistrhetoric,is one clearexample. My point, however
(developedhere), is not that queer indicatesa group with no boundaries,but that it indicatesa strategyfor identity
destabilization.Thislogic is not confinedto a particulargroupformation;althoughit is considerablystrongerin groups
identifyingas queer, many of which are loose associationsthat are very intentionallydecentralized(Williams1993), it is
also often presentin more mainstreamorganizing,albeit in more occasionaland muted form. Queer is more useful, I
am suggesting,as a descriptionof a particularactionlogicthan as a descriptionof an empiricallydistinguishablemovement form.

A Queer Dilemma

Debates Over Bisexuality and Transgender: Queer Deconstructionist Politics
Despite the aura of newness, then, not much appearsnew in recent queerness debate;
the fault lines on which they are built are old ones in lesbian and gay (and other identitybased) movements. Yet letter writers agree on one puzzling point: Right now, it matters
what we are called and what we call ourselves. That a word takes so prominent a place is a
clue that this is more than another in an ongoing series of tired assimilationist-liberationist
debates. The controversyof queerness is not just strategic(what works), nor only a powerstruggle (who gets to call the shots); it is those, but not only those. At their most basic, queer
controversiesare battles over identity and naming (who I am, who we are). Which words
captureus and when do words fail us? Words,and the "us"they name, seem to be in critical
flux.
But even identity battlesare not especiallynew. In fact, within lesbian-feministand gay
male organizing,the meanings of "lesbian"and "gay"were contested almost as soon as they
began to have political currency as quasi-ethnic statuses. Women of color and sex radicals
loudly challenged lesbian feminism of the late 1970s, for example, pointing out that the
"womansculture"being advocated (and actively created) was based in white, middle-class
experience and promoted a bland, desexualizedlesbianism. Working-classlesbians and gay
men of color have consistentlychallenged "gay"as a term reflectingthe middle-class,white
homosexual men who establishedits usage (Stein 1992; Phelan 1993; Seidman 1993, 1994;
Clarke1983; Moraga 1983; Reid-Pharr1993; Hemphill 1991). They have challenged, that is,
the definitions.
The ultimate challenge of queerness,however, is not just the questioning of the content
of collective identities, but the questioningof the unity,stability,viability,and politicalutilityof
sexualidentities- even as they are used and assumed.'4 The radicalprovocationfrom queer
politics, one which many pushing queerness seem only remotely aware of, is not to resolve
that difficulty,but to exaggerateand build on it. It is an odd endeavor, much like pulling the
rug out from under one's own feet, not knowing how and where one will land.
To zero in on the distinctive deconstructionistpolitics of queerness, turn again to the
letters columns. It is no coincidence that two other major Bay Timesletters column controversies of the early 1990s concerned bisexual and transgenderpeople, the two groups included in the revised queer category. Indeed, in his anti-queer polemic in the magazine 10
Percent(a title firmly ethnic/essentialistin its referenceto a fixed homosexual population), it
is precisely these sorts of people, along with some "queerstraights,"'5from whom EricMarcus seeks to distinguishhimself:
Queer is not my word becauseit does not define who I am or representwhat I believe in.... I'm a
man who feels sexually attractedto people of the same gender. I don't feel attractedto both genders. I'm not a woman trappedin a man's body, nor a man trappedin a woman's body. I'm not
someone who enjoys or feels compelledto dressup in clothingof the oppositegender. And I'm not
a "queerstraight,"a heterosexualwho feels confined by the conventions of straightsexual expression.... I don't want to be groupedunder the all-encompassingumbrellaof queer ... because we
have different lives, face different challenges, and don't necessarily share the same aspirations
(1993:14).
14. This questioningis not entirely unique to recent queer politicsbut has historicalties to early gay liberation
calls to "liberatethe homosexualin everyone"(Epstein1987). Thatthe currentqueer formulationshave such affinities
with earlierpoliticalactivityunderlinesthat queernessis less a new historicaldevelopmentthan an action impulsethat
comes to the fore at certainhistoricalmoments.Thereis certainlya differencein degree,however,between the strength
of a queer-stylepoliticnow and in earlierdecades:Witha few exceptions,earlierlesbianfeministand gay liberationist
discoursesrarelyquestioned"thenotion of homosexualityas a universalcategoryof the self and sexual identity"(Seidman 1994:170).
15. On "queerstraights,"self-identifyingheterosexualswho seek out and participatein lesbian and gay subcultures, see Powers (1993).
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The letters columns, written usually from a different political angle (by lesbian separatists, for
example), cover similar terrain. "It is not empowering to go to a Queer Nation meeting and
see men and women slamming their tongues down each others' throats," says one letter
arguing over bisexuals. "Men expect access to women," asserts one from the transgender
debate. "Some men decide that they want access to lesbians any way they can and decide
they will become lesbians."
Strikingly, nearly all the letters are written by, to, and about women-a point to which I
will later return. "A woman's willingness to sleep with men allows her access to jobs, money,
power, status," writes one group of women. "This access does not disappear just because a
That's not bisexuality, that's compulsory heterosexualwoman sleeps with women 'too'...
ity." You are not invited; you will leave and betray us. We are already here, other women
respond, and it is you who betray us with your back-stabbing and your silencing. "Why have
so many bisexual women felt compelled to call themselves lesbians for so long? Do you think
biphobic attitudes like yours might have something to do with it?" asks a woman named
Kristen. "It is our community, too; we've worked in it, we've suffered for it, we belong in it.
We will not accept the role of the poor relation." Kristen ends her letter tellingly, deploying a
familiar phrase: "We're here. We're queer. Get used to it."16
The letters run back and forth similarly over transgender issues, in particular over
transsexual lesbians who want to participate in lesbian organizing. "'Transsexuals' don't
want to just be lesbians," Bev Jo writes, triggering a massive round of letters, "but insist, with
all the arrogance and presumption of power that men have, on going where they are not
wanted and trying to destroy lesbian gatherings." There are surely easier ways to oppress a
woman, other women shoot back, than to risk physical pain and social isolation. You are
doing exactly what anti-female and anti-gay oppressors do to us, others add. "Must we all
bring our birth certificates and two witnesses to women's events in the future?" asks a woman named Karen. "If you feel threatened by the mere existence of a type of person, and
wish to exclude them for your comfort, you are a bigot, by every definition of the term."
These "border skirmishes" over membership conditions and group boundaries have histories preceding the letters (Stein 1992; see also Taylor and Whittier 1992), and also reflect
the growing power of transgender and bisexual organizing.17 Although they are partly battles
of position, more fundamentally the debates make concrete the anxiety queerness can provoke. They spotlight the possibility that sexual and gender identities are not the solid political ground they have been thought to be-which perhaps accounts for the particularly
frantic tone of the letters.
Many arguing for exclusion write like a besieged border patrol. "Live your lives the way
you want and spread your hatred of women while you're at it, if you must," writes a participant in the transgender letter spree, "but the fact is we're here, we're dykes and you're not.
Deal with it." The Revolting Lesbians argue similarly in their contribution to the Bay Times
bisexuality debate: "Bisexuals are not lesbians-they are bisexuals. Why isn't that obvious to
everyone? Sleeping with women 'too' does not make you a lesbian. We must hang onto the
identity and visibility we've struggled so hard to obtain." A letter from a woman named
Caryatis sums up the perceived danger of queerness:
This whole transsexual/bisexualassault on lesbian identity has only one end, to render lesbians
completelyinvisibleand obsolete. If a woman who sleeps with both females and males is a lesbian;
and if a man who submitsto surgicalprocedureto bringhis body in line with his acceptanceof sex
role stereotypesis a lesbian;and if a straightwoman whose spiritualbonds are with other females is
a lesbian,then what is a female-bornfemale who loves only other females? Soon there will be no
logical answer to that question.
16. For more bisexualitydebate,see Wilson(1992) and Queen (1992).
17. For articulationsof these young movementssee, on bisexualorganizing,Hutchinsand Kaahumanu(1991),
and on transgenderorganizing,Stone (1991).
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Exactly: In lesbian (and gay) politics, as in other identity movements, a logical answer is
crucial. An inclusive queerness threatens to turn identity to nonsense, messing with the idea
that identities (man, woman, gay, straight) are fixed, natural, core phenomena, and therefore
solid political ground. Many arguments in the letters columns, in fact, echo the critiques of
identity politics found in queer theory. "There is a growing consciousness that a person's
sexual identity (and gender identity) need not be etched in stone," write Andy and Selena in
the bisexuality debate, "that it can be fluid rather than static, that one has the right to PLAY
with whomever one wishes to play with (as long as it is consensual), that the either/or dichotomy ('you're either gay or straight' is only one example of this) is oppressive no matter
who's pushing it." Identities are fluid and changing; binary categories (man/woman, gay/
straight) are distortions. "Humans are not organized by nature into distinct groups," Cris
writes. "We are placed in any number of continuums. Few people are 100 percent gay or
straight, or totally masculine or feminine." Differences are not distinct, categories are social
and historical rather than natural phenomena, selves are ambiguous. "Perhaps it is time the
lesbian community re-examined its criteria of what constitutes a woman (or man)," writes
Francis. "And does it really matter?" Transsexual performer and writer Kate Bornstein, in a
Bay Timescolumn triggered by the letters, voices the same basic challenge. Are a woman and
a man distinguished by anatomy? "I know several women in San Francisco who have
penises," she says. "Many wonderful men in my life have vaginas" (1992:4). Gender chromosomes, she continues, are known to come in more than two sets ("could this mean there
are more than two genders?"); testosterone and estrogen don't answer it ("you could buy
your gender over the counter"); neither child-bearing nor sperm capacities nails down the
difference ("does a necessary hysterectomy equal a sex change?"). Gender is socially assigned; binary categories (man/woman, gay/straight) are inaccurate and oppressive; nature
provides no rock-bottom definitions. The opposite sex, Bornstein proposes, is neither.18
Indeed, it is no coincidence that bisexuality, transsexualism, and gender crossing are
exactly the kind of boundary-disrupting phenomena embraced by much post-structuralist
sexual theory. Sandy Stone, for example, argues that "the transsexual currently occupies a
position which is nowhere, which is outside the binary oppositions of gendered discourse"
(1991:295).19 Steven Seidman suggests that bisexual critiques challenge "sexual objectchoice as a master category of sexual and social identity" (1993:123). Judith Butler argues
that butch and femme, far from being "copies" of heterosexual roles, put the "very notion of
an original or natural identity" into question (1990:123). Marjorie Garber writes that "the
cultural effect of transvestism is to destabilize all such binaries: not only 'male' and 'female,'
but also 'gay' and 'straight,' and 'sex' and 'gender.' This is the sense-the radical sense-in
which transvestism is a 'third'" (1992:133).
The point, often buried in over-abstracted jargon, is well taken: The presence of visibly
transgendered people, people who do not quite fit, potentially subverts the notion of two
naturally fixed genders; the presence of people with ambiguous sexual desires potentially
subverts the notion of naturally fixed sexual orientations. (I say "potentially" because the
more common route has continued to be in the other direction: the reification of bisexuality
into a third orientation, or the retention of male-female boundaries through the notion of
transgendered people as "trapped in the wrong body," which is then fixed.) Genuine inclusion of transgender and bisexual people can require not simply an expansion of an identity,
but a subversion of it. This is the deepest difficulty queerness raises, and the heat behind the
letters: If gay (and man) and lesbian (and woman) are unstable categories, "simultaneously
possible and impossible" (Fuss 1989:102), what happens to sexuality-based politics?
18. For a more developedversion of these arguments,see Borstein (1994).
19. See also Shapiro(1991), on the ways in which transsexualismis simultaneouslysubversiveand conservative
of sex and gender organization.
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The question is easily answered by those securely on either side of these debates. On the
one side, activists and theorists suggest that collective identities with exclusive and secure
boundaries are politically effective. Even those agreeing that identities are mainly fictions
may take this position, advocating what Gayatri Spivak has called an "operational essentialism" (cited in Butler 1990b; see also Vance 1988). On the other side, activists and theorists
suggest that identity production "is purchased at the price of hierarchy, normalization, and
exclusion" and therefore advocate "the deconstruction of a hetero/homo code that structures
the 'social text' of daily life" (Seidman 1993:130).
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The problem, of course, is that both the boundary-strippers and the boundary-defenders
are right. The gay and lesbian civil rights strategy, for all its gains, does little to attack the
political culture that itself makes the denial of and struggle for civil rights necessary and
possible. Marches on Washington, equal protection pursuits, media-image monitoring, and
so on, are guided by the attempt to build and prove quasi-national and quasi-ethnic claims.
By constructing gays and lesbians as a single community (united by fixed erotic fates), they
simplify complex internal differences and complex sexual identities. They also avoid challenging the system of meanings that underlies the political oppression: the division of the
world into man/woman and gay/straight. On the contrary, they ratify and reinforce these
categories. They therefore build distorted and incomplete political challenges, neglecting the
political impact of cultural meanings, and do not do justice to the subversive and liberating
aspects of loosened collective boundaries.
Thus the strong claims of queer politics and theory - that this is not how it must be,
that political and social organization can and should be more true to the inessential, fluid,
and multiply-sited character of sexuality; and that gay-ethnic movements make a serious
error in challenging only the idea that homosexuality is unnatural, affirming rather than
exposing the root cultural system.
Yet queer theory and politics tend to run past a critique of the particular, concrete forces
that make sexual identity, in stabilized and binary form, a basis for discipline, regulation,
pleasure, and political empowerment. In the hurry to deconstruct identity, they tend to
"slide into viewing identity itself as the fulcrum of domination and its subversion as the
center of an anti-identity politic" (Seidman 1993:132); the politic becomes overwhelmingly
cultural, textual, and subjectless. Deconstructive strategies remain quite deaf and blind to the
very concrete and violent institutional forms to which the most logical answer is resistance in
and through a particular collective identity.
The overarching strategy of cultural deconstruction, the attack on the idea of the normal,
does little to touch the institutions that make embracing normality (or building a collective
around inverted abnormality) both sensible and dangerous. Mall kiss-ins by San Francisco's
Suburban Homosexual Outreach Program (SHOP) and other actions that "mime the privileges of normality" (Berlant and Freeman 1993:196), "Queer Bart" (Simpson, the popular
cartoon character) T-shirts and other actions that "reveal to the consumer desires he/she
didn't know he/she had, to make his/her identification with the product 'homosexuality'
both an unsettling and a pleasurable experience" (Berlant and Freeman 1993:208), do very
little to take on the more directly political: regulatory institutions such as law and medicine,
for example, that continue to create and enforce gay/straight and male/female divisions,
often with great physical and psychic violence. They do not do justice to the degree to which
closing group boundaries is both a necessary and fulfilling survival strategy.
Interest-group politics on the ethnic model is, quite simply but not without contradictory
effects, how the American sociopolitical environment is structured. Official ethnic categories
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provide "incentives for ethnic group formation and mobilization by designating particular
ethnic subpopulationsas targets for special treatment;"politically controlled resources are
"distributedalong ethnic lines;"ethnic groupsmean largervoting blocs and greaterinfluence
in electoralsystems (Nagel 1994:157-159). Ethniccategoriesserve, moreover, as the basis for
discriminationand repression,both officialand informal,and thus as a logicalbasis for resistance. This is the buried insight of the border-patrollingseparatists and the anti-queer
pragmatists: that here, in this place, at this time, we need, for our safety and for potential
political gains, to constructourselves as a group whose membershipcriteriaare clear.
The overwhelmingly female participationin the Bay Timesdisputes over bisexuality and
transgenderinclusion underscoresthis point. Lesbiansare especiallythreatenedby the muddying of male/female and gay/straightcategorizationsexactly because it is by keeping sexual
and gender categorieshard and clear that gains are made. Lesbianvisibility is more recent
and hard won; in strugglesagainst patriarchalcontrol, moreover, lesbianism and feminism
have often been strongly linked.20 Gay men react with less vehemence because of the
stronger political position from which they encounter the queer challenge: as men, as gay
men with a more established public identity. Just as they are gaining political ground as
lesbians,lesbians are asked not only to share it but to subvert it, by declaring"woman"and
"lesbian"to be unstable,permeable,fluid categories.Similarpitfallswere evident in the 1993
fight over Colorado'sAmendment 2, which prohibits "the state or any of its subdivisions
from outlawing discriminationagainst gay men, lesbians, or bisexuals" (Minkowitz 1993).
The Coloradosolicitor general, as reporterDonna Minkowitz put it, made arguments "that
could have appeared in a queercore rant," promoting "a remarkablyFoucaultian view of
queerness as a contingent category,whose memberscan slip in and out of its boundarieslike
subversivefish" (Minkowitz1993:27). "Wedon't have a group that is easily confinable,"the
solicitorgeneral argued. Here, the fluidityof group boundariesand the provisionalnature of
collective identity was used to argue that no one should receive legal benefits or state protection-because there is no discerniblegroup to be protected. Although the solicitor-generalas-queer-theorist is a strange twist, the lesson is familiar: As long as membership in this
group is unclear, minority status, and therefore rights and protection, is unavailable.
Built into the queer debates, then, is a fundamental quandary:In the contemporary
Americanpolitical environment, clear identity categoriesare both necessary and dangerous
distortions,and moves to both fix and unfix them are reasonable. Although it comes most
visibly to the fore in them, this dynamicis hardlyunique to lesbianand gay movements. The
conflict between a politics of identity-buildingand identity-blurringhas erupted, for example, in recent debates in AfricanAmericanmovements over multiracialism.When a group
lobbied the Office of Management and Budget (whose 1977 StatisticalDirective recognizes
four racial groups), proposing the addition of a "multiracial"classification,they were met
with tremendous opposition from those who "see the Multiracialbox as a wrecking ball
aimed at affirmativeaction,"since it threatensto "underminethe concept of racialclassification altogether"(Wright1994:47;see also Omi and Winant 1986; Webster1992; Davis 1991).
has the potential for underminingthe very basis
As one advocateput it, "Multiracialism
for racism, which is its categories"(G. ReginaldDaniel, quoted in Wright 1994:48); as one
observer put it, "multiracialpeople, because they are both unable and unwilling to be ignored, and because many of them refuse to be confined to traditionalracialcategories,inevitably undermine the entire concept of race as an irreducibledifference between peoples"
(Wright1994:49). Opponentsrespondvehemently to multiracialorganizing,in part because
civil rights laws are monitored and enforced through the existing categories. In a debate in
TheBlackScholar,Africanand Afro-AmericanStudiesprofessorJon Michael Spencerattacked
"thepostmodernconspiracyto explode racialidentity,"arguingthat "torelinquishthe notion
20. On lesbianfeminism,see Phelan (1989), Taylorand Whittier(1992), and Taylorand Rupp (1993).
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of race - even though it's a cruel hoax - at this particular time is to relinquish our fortress
against the powers and principalities that still try to undermine us" (in Wright 1994:55).
Here, in a different form, is the same queer predicament.

Conclusion: Collective
Queer Dilemma

Identity,

Social Movement

Theory and the

Buried in the letters column controversies over a queer parade theme, and over bisexual
and transsexual involvement in lesbian organizations, are fights not only over who belongs,
but over the possibility and desirability of clear criteria of belonging. Sexuality-based politics
thus contains a more general predicament of identity politics, whose workings and implications are not well understood: it is as liberating and sensible to demolish a collective identity
as it is to establish one.
Honoring both sets of insights from the queer debates is a tall order. It calls for recognizthat
undermining identities is politically damaging in the current time and place, and that
ing
promoting them furthers the major cultural support for continued damage. It means reconnecting a critique of identity to the embodied political forces that make collective identity
necessary and meaningful, and reconnecting a critique of regulatory institutions to the less
tangible categories of meaning that maintain and reproduce them.21
The neatest and most true to life means for doing so - the theoretical recognition of
paradoxes and dialectics - can satisfy intellectually. Certainly a political structure that directs action towards ethnic interest group claims, and requires therefore solid proofs of authentic ethnic membership (the immutability of sexual orientation, for example), creates
paradoxical forms of action for stigmatized groups. In the case of lesbians and gays, for example, gender stereotypes used to stigmatize actors (the gay man as woman, the lesbian as man)
have been emphasized in order to undermine them; pejorative labels are emphasized in an
effort to get rid of them.22 But the recognition of paradox, while a significant step, is too
often a stopping point of analysis. I want to suggest potentially fruitful paths forward,
through research and theorizing that take the queer dilemma to heart.
The recent revival of sociological interest in collective identity has brought important
challenges to earlier assumptions that identities were either irrational (and irrelevant) or
antecedents to action. Yet, even as theorizing has recognized that collective identities are
achieved in and through movement activity, the assumption has remained that the impetus
to solidify, mobilize and deploy an identity is the only rational one. The suggestion of most
social movement theory, sometimes assumed and sometimes explicit, is that secure boundaries and a clear group identity are achievable, and even more importantly, that "if a group
fails in [these], it cannot accomplish any collective action" (Klandermans 1992:81); without a
solid group identity, no claims can be made. These theories have little to say about the queer
impulse to blur, deconstruct, and destabilize group categories. Current theories take hold of
only one horn of the dilemma: the political utility of solid collective categories.
Serious consideration of queerness as a logic of action can force important revisions in
approaches to collective identity formation and deployment and their relationship to political
gains. First, it calls attention to the fact that secureboundariesand stabilizedidentities are necessary not in general, but in the specific- a point current social movement theory largely misses.
The link between the two logics, the ways in which the American political environment
21. I am indebtedhere to Steven Seidman'sdiscussionand critiqueof queer theory and politics, which make
some of the pointsfrom differentdirections(Seidman1993;see also Patton 1993, and Vance1988). I want to push the
discussiontowardsthe ground,however, to open questionsfor politicalaction and empiricalresearch.
22. On this dynamic,see Weeks (1985, especiallyChapter8), Epstein(1987), and J. Gamson (1989).
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makes stable collective identities both necessary and damaging, is sorely undertheorized and
underexamined.
More importantly, accommodating the complexity of queer activism and theory requires
sociology to revisit the claim that social movements are engaged in simply constructing collective identities. Queer movements pose the challenge of a form of organizing in which, far
from inhibiting accomplishments, the destabilizationof collectiveidentityis itself a goal and accomplishment of collectiveaction. When this dynamic is taken into account, new questions arise.
The question of how collective identities are negotiated, constructed, and stabilized, for example, becomes transformed into a somewhat livelier one: for whom, when, and how are
stable collective identities necessaryfor social action and social change? Do some identity
movements in fact avoid the tendency to take themselves apart?
Investigating social movements with the queer predicament in mind, moreover, brings
attention to repertoires and forms of action that work with the dilemma in different ways. At
the heart of the dilemma is the simultaneity of cultural sources of oppression (which make
loosening categories a smart strategy) and institutional sources of oppression (which make
tightening categories a smart strategy). Are some movements or movement repertoires more
able to work with, rather than against, the simultaneity of these systems of oppression?
When and how might deconstructive strategies take aim at institutional forms, and when and
how can ethnic strategies take aim at cultural categories? Are there times when the strategies
are effectively linked, when an ethnic maneuver loosens cultural categories,23 or when a
deconstructionist tactic simultaneously takes aim at regulatory institutions?24
Such questions can point the way towards novel understandings and evaluations of social movements in which collective identity is both pillaged and deployed. These questions
are not a path out of the dilemma, but a path in. The fact that the predicament may be
inescapable is, after all, the point: first to clearly see the horns of the dilemma, and then to
search out ways for understanding political actions taking place poised, and sometimes
skewered, on those horns.
23. The publicpursuitof same-sex marriageand parentingmay be an exampleof this. On the one hand, the call
for institutionsof "family"to include lesbiansand gays-as a recognizablyseparatespecies-is quite conservativeof
existing gender and sexual categories. It often appearsas mimicry,and its proponentstypicallyappear as close to
"normal"as possible: Bob and RodJackson-Paris,for example,a formerbody-builder/modelmarriedcouple who have
been the most publiclyavailablesymbolof gay marriage,are both conventionallymasculine,"tradedvows in a commitment ceremony, share a house in Seattle,and plan to raise children"(Bull 1993:42).
Yetgay families,in attackingthe genderrequirementsof familyforms,attackthe culturalgroundingof normality
at its heart (as the religiousrightfully recognizes). If and when familyinstitutions,pushed by ethnic/essentialistidentity movements,shiftto integrategays and lesbians,the very markersof gay/straightdifferencestartto disintegrate(see
Weston 1991). If bodily erotic desire implies nothing in particularabout the use of one's body for reproduction,its
usefulnessas a basisof socialcategoriesis largelygutted. In this, the gay familystrategymay also be a queer one. Tothe
degree that it succeeds,to the degree that the institutionof the familychanges,the categoriesmust also lose much of
their sense-and their power. This may not be true of all ethnic/essentialistactions.
24. The AIDSactivistgroup ACTUP providesa promisingstartingpoint from this direction.Many of ACTUP's
tacticshave been discursive:meaning deconstruction,boundarycrossing,and label disruption(J. Gamson 1989). Yet,
for reasonsobviouslyrelatedto the immediacyof AIDSand the visibleinvolvementof medicaland state institutions,it
has rarelybeen possibleto make the argumentthat AIDSpoliticsshouldhave as its goal the deconstructionof meanings
of sex, sexual identity,and disease.In much queerAIDSactivism,the disruptionof these meaningstakes place through
direct targetingof their institutionalpurveyors:not only media and culturalinstitutions,but science, medicine, and
government (Epstein1991).
Forexample,interventionsinto some spaces(medicalconferencesas opposedto operahouses) put queerness-its
sometimes scaryconfrontation,its refusalto identifyitself as a fixed gay or lesbian subject,its disruptionof sex and
genderboundaries-to use in ways that clearlymarkthe dangersof institutionalcontrolof sexual categories. Refusing
the categoriesfor itself, this strategynames and confrontsthe agents that fix the categoriesin dangerous,violent, and
deadly ways. To the degree that the strategysucceeds,to the degree that culturalcategoriesbecome frighteningand
nonsensical,institutionalactors - and not just the vague and ubiquitouspurveyorsof "normality"- must also be
called upon to justify their use of the categories.
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